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ADVERTISING STRATEGY

This campaign will convince 
30-45 year old male and 
females that Carmax provides 
a confident car-buying 
experience based on the 125 
point inspection. 



Features and Benefits

Feature

Carmax offers a 125 point 
inspection on all used cars 
they sell.

Benefit
● “I feel confident knowing I 

did not get scammed”

● “I feel safe knowing my 
family is in a safe car”

● “I believe Carmax has 
technical expertise and 
that knowledge 
reverberates through the 
entire team, even sales 
people. 

Reasons to Believe

Carmax follows a industry 
standard inspection with 
technicians who have to pass 
several certifications.



Hierarchy of Effects
The 125 point inspection has not been the main 
focus of any ad by CarMax. These ads will stress 
the importance of the 125 point inspection 
while making our target aware of this product 
attribute. 



Academic
Longer sentences, technical terms OK;  Passive voice OK; No colloquial 
phrases, cute metaphors

Folksy
Shorter sentences preferred; Prefers active voice, action verbs; Colloquial 

phrases and metaphors OK; Will break grammatical rules for above

Corporate
No pronouns (“I” “you” “we”); Focus on organization and what they do; 
Prefers facts and stats to explanations and opinions

Personal
Pronouns OK—focus on the person; Focus on client and client 

relationship; Fact and stats need to be relevant to own needs

Grounded
Talks more about needs, action steps, and tactics; Uses concrete 
language and examples; Practical

Lofty
Talks more about goals, strategies, and vision; OK with abstract concepts 

and metaphors; Aspirational

Comedian
Shorter sentences and paragraphs; OK using humor; OK with occasional 
sarcasm and snark; Builds solidarity by pointing out the obvious

Professor
OK with longer content; Aims to teach more than entertain; Fosters insight 

by sharing the non-obvious

Therapist
Comfortable talking about feelings (“inside stuff”); Comfortable asking 
questions; “Everyone gets to share”

Director
Sticks to problems, news, advice, etc. (“outside stuff”); Goal oriented; 

Already has a stock of expert knowledge

Website Copy Tone Inventory
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Current Web Content on the 125 point inspection



Website Writing/Concept



Past Work





Long Copy Ad
Stay in your comfort zone.

It shouldn’t take 20 minutes to build up the courage to step onto the 
car lot, but not everyone can walk in with the confidence of a 
six-foot-four three hundred pound man who knows exactly what a 
constant drive axle velocity boot is or how it works. 

Dealing with car stuff is scary. That’s why at Carmax we do a 125 point 
inspection before our cars even roll out onto the lot. Our sales 
associates are paid the same regardless of a car’s price, so we only 
work to find the best car for you—no pressure. 

If you still aren’t comfortable, you can buy your car online and have it 
driven right to your home. 

Buying a car has never been less stressful. 

The most boring car buying experience. 
The way it should be. 





Current Paid Banner Ads



New Paid Media 



Carvana receives about 1.3 Million Clicks with PPC advertising, While Carmax receives 
787k. The three top keywords are below. 



inspired by...

Social Media: Instagram

Source: @carmax on Instagram

“In honor of our 125 point inspection, we’re giving 
away 125 cars in 125 cities across America. Find 
the car, snap a pic, use the hashtag. Comment 
below which car you want to see in Chicago this 
weekend! #125Chicago”
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Broadcast Ad

Name of Marketer Brand: Carmax

Target: Men and Women 30-45

Advertising Creative Strategy: 
This ad will convince men and women 30 to 45
that Carmax’s 125 point inspection will prevent car defects. 

Thesis: You won’t have any unwanted surprises when 
you buy from Carmax

Ad Structure: Realist Narrative or Series (The way it should be)

Ad Style: Humorous





Virtual 
Fist 
Bumps!



For Barry: 

Reflection
What challenges did you face as you put this together?

One of challenges was that the 125 point inspection isn’t really special for used cars dealers. This meant we had to really 
create a brand building ads so our consumers would understand the difference from buying from Carmax even though other 
used cars dealers have this inspection. We needed to really make sure that they knew the difference in temperament and 
personality of our brand. Since we couldn’t sell on different differentiation we had to come up with a way to spark brand 
attributes.

Did CarMax implement each of the Advertising channels? 

CarMax does implement each of the advertising channels, but their weakest is social media by far. For example, the last time 
they posted on Instagram was November 11th. Competing brands are prioritizing posting on socials either everyday or every 
other day. There is also less importance put on call-and-response captions or audience engagement. As it stands right now, 
for me, a potential customer, there’s no good reason for me to follow their socials. 
  
Were you suggesting a new channel that they are not presently activating?  Is CarMax focusing on an attribute that you 
don’t think is important to consumers? 

While we didn’t suggest a new channel that Carmax isn’t currently activating, we offered fresh ideas on how to expand what 
they already have. The 125 point inspection is an attribute that could be very influential on buyers, but the company isn’t 
putting enough effort into advertising it. 



What advertising copy development insights did you gain after completing this assignment? 

I’d say one of the greatest takeaway is from this assignment is how how much it takes to get to the final quotation “thing.” The process 
is highly innovative and making ensure that the strategy matches the copy takes several feels and rewrites. Making sure that a 
campaign is extendable is also another element that made this project worthwhile in developing copy. Does artwork sound like Carmax 
previous work? If they wanted to publish our advertising tomorrow could they do it?
 
Do you think that the current campaign works for your area of focus from an engagement perspective?  Why?

Several conversations between Hannah and I dealt with how to inspire action for Carmax buyers. Especially in the realm of social 
media, we kept on asking ourselves the question “would I leave my house for this? Would I click the link for this?” Making sure that our 
copy was engaging meant understanding the pain points of our buyers. We want to use good amount of content marketing copy as 
well as really fun ways to drive conversation with our consumers. 


